This paper endeavors to contribute to the recent literature on configurational comparative methods like, crisp-set Qualitative Comparative Analysis (QCA) and fuzzy-set QCA, by assessing whether such methods are useful when the number of cases is moderately large, that is between 50 and 100. Specifically, the study applies both a fsQCA analysis and regression analyses to examine to strengths and weaknesses of each methodological approach for moderately large-n studies. It uses a recent dataset (n = 53), which includes data on the conditions under which governments in Western democracies increase their spending on active labour market policies (ALMPs). The comparison between the two methods demonstrates that has each has merits and drawbacks for moderately large-n studies. However, and notwithstanding some weakness that arise when the number of cases increases, fsQCA leads to a more detailed understanding of the conditions under which the outcome occur than do the regression analyses.
Introduction 1
In his 1970 article, the eminent comparativist Giovanni Sartori discussed what he saw as the dismal state of political science at the time, with the profession oscillating between two unsound extremes: 'At the one end a large majority (...) qualify as pure and simple unconscious thinkers. At the other end a sophisticated minority qualify as over-conscious thinkers (...)' (Sartori 1970 (Sartori : 1033 . Against this backdrop, Sartori called upon scholars to acquire training in (elementary) logic. 'The conscious thinker to steer a middle course between crude logical mishandling on the one hand, and logical perfectionism (and paralysis) on the other hand. Whether we realize it or not, we are still swimming in a "sea of naïveté"' (idem).
2 Although, to my knowledge, Sartori has not taken part in the debate on configurational comparative methods -that is to say Qualitative Comparative Analysis in its original crisp-set variant (csQCA), its fuzzy-set variant (fsQCA) or its multi-value variant (mvQCA) (see ) -, Sartori could very well like what he sees when examining the development of these methods over the last decade. In fact, researchers applying these techniques typically acknowledge their own "naïveté" and do the best they can to limit this as much as possible and be a conscious thinker who walks the logical middle path.
The number of such "walkers" has risen exponentially in the last couple of years (see for a Because of these features, configurational comparative methods are especially applicable to studies with an intermediate number of cases -say 10 to 50. 3 If the number of cases is very small, a "traditional" case study probably yields more insights about the cases while the advantage of a configurational comparative method like csQCA (such as the formalization of the analysis) weight less heavily. Still, given the case-based logic of configurational approaches, it is an advantage of having a not too large number of cases. Only with a relatively limited number of cases is it -practically -possible to go back and forth between theory and evidence, which is one of the features of configurational approaches. While Berg-Schlosser and colleagues (2009: 4) define intermediate-n quite broadly as 'between 10 and 15 and 50 and 100 cases' (my emphasis), the closer one moves to a 100 cases, the harder it becomes to meet the criterion that 'the cases dealt with are (or should be) well known (…)' (Berg-Schlosser, De Meur, Rihoux & Ragin 2009: 6) . To what extent are configurational comparative methods still useful when the number of cases becomes what I label moderately large, that is to say, between 50 and 100? This is a first question that this paper addresses.
In recent discussions on configurational comparative methods, scholars argue that these approaches are best applied next to another approach (Ragin 2008: chapter 11; Schneider & Wagemann 2010: 400; see Rihoux 2006: 695-697) . As Ragin and Rihoux (2004a: 6) stress, scholars
should not become 'QCA monomaniac'. This paper links the question of the value of configurational comparative methods for moderately large-n studies to this recent discussion by examining the advantages and disadvantages of one such method, fsQCA, vis-à-vis regression analysis. To this end, I use a recent dataset with a moderately large number of cases (n = 53) that Vis (2009) uses to examine the conditions under which governments in Western democracies increase their spending on active labour market policies. The comparison between the two methodological approaches will show that while both approaches have their merits (and drawbacks), for such a moderately large number of cases fsQCA is the preferred technique -especially if one of the goals of the analysis is to get a better understanding of the cases. Additionally, it shows that a fsQCA of a moderately large-n also comes at a price.
The paper has the following structure. The next section discusses the similarities and differences between regression analysis and fsQCA in general. The subsequent section elaborates on a selection of studies conducting csQCA or fsQCA in addition to regression analysis, hereby providing insights into the strengths and weaknesses of the two and the way(s) in which they complement one another (or not). The following two sections form the empirical heart of the paper, as they present the regression analysis and the fsQCA analysis of governments' pursuit of activation. The final section discusses the findings of the analyses and draws some conclusions.
Regression analysis versus fsQCA: Similarities and differences
To what extent are regression analysis and fsQCA analysis -and configurational compara- configurational comparative methods is a strong advantage. In a regression analysis, such configurations are assessed through interaction effects. However, there is a limit to the number of interaction effects that can be included in one analysis, which lies in a typical moderately large-n study around one. This mean that complex theoretical arguments might be hardly or even untestable. Another advantage of configurational comparative methods for studies of all kind of n's is that it allows for identifying the combinations of multiple causes, also more than two. In regression analysis, the interpretation on an interaction consisting of more than two variables is challenging -to say the least (Braumoeller 2004) . Also the multiple paths (equifinality) requires some further elaboration. In regression analysis, if an outcome (dependent variable) occurs and the given cause (independent variable) does not, this counts as negative evidence for the strength of that causal relationship (Epstein, Duerr, Kenworthy & Ragin 2008: 68) . This means that a fac-4 Kenworthy and Hicks (2008) focus on the analytical strengths of pooled time series cross-sectional regression analysis but these points apply to cross-sectional regression analysis as well.
tor that influences the outcome in only a subset of cases -but some cases nonetheless -becomes invisible in regression analysis; in fact, it only inflates variance and deflates coefficients. Configurational comparative methods, contrarily, can identify the causal patterns that differ across subsets of cases, allowing for more complex causal narratives to be assessed.
Given these differences, it is no surprise that the conclusions drawn from a regression analysis and a configurational comparative analysis sometimes diverge. Regularly 'the empirical conclusion is that QCA-type techniques allow one to learn more out of the data' (Rihoux 2006: 696; Rihoux, Ragin, Yamasaki & Bol 2009: 170) , thereby complementing rather than invalidating one another. A sequential approach to using the two approaches may therefore be most useful (cf. Rihoux et al. 2009: 171) , which is also what most empirical studies do.
Studies comparing a configurational method and regression analysis
The number of studies using a configurational comparative method and regression analysis is expanding, though still relatively limited. Let me discuss a number of these studies with the aim to shed some preliminary light on what each method has to offer. Maybe the earliest study conducting csQCA and regression analysis is Kangas (1994) . Focusing on the quality of social protection for the sick in 18 advanced democracies in 1950 and 1985, Kangas finds that the results of the regression analysis are pretty much supported by his csQCA analysis, as both find that the relative importance of political factors (e.g., strength and organization of denominational parties, working-class mobilization and strength of the right) varies across the two time periods. Therefore, Kangas (1994: 361-362) concludes that All in all, although the different approaches can be regarded as appropriate tools when seeking answers to different kinds of research problems, this study has shown that the results from analyses using divergent methods seem to be fairly compatible with each other, at least in the area of welfare studies. Therefore, treating these approaches as mutually exclusive -not to speak of epistemologically contradictory -would be an exaggeration. Rather than mutually exclusive, they are alternative or parallel research options for expanding our understanding of social reality.
In also an early contribution, Amenta and Poulsen (1996) hypothesis: 'The more the social security system responds to the demands for income security among the middle-and higher-income groups, the higher the levels of minimum income protection tend to be' (p.88), which is of a correlational nature. Nelson uses the results from the csQCA and fsQCA analyses in the OLS regression, thus conducting the former two first. Specifically,
Nelson includes the two combinations of conditions that emerge as sufficient in the csQCA or fsQCA analyses as three-way interactions among his regressors in the OLS regression. One problem with such a higher-order interaction is that is very difficult to interpret (Braumoeller 2004) .
The inclusion of an interaction term renders the lower-order coefficients of the constitutive elements largely useless, suggesting that the significance indications in Nelson's results have no meaning. In this particular case, it is also a problem that not all the lower-order coefficients have been included (see Brambor, Clark & Golder 2006) . For instance, for the interaction term S*E*I, not only S, E and I need to be included (as Nelson does), but also S*E, S*I and I*E (which Nelson does not). Of course, this reduces further the -already rather low -degrees of freedom of the model. 5 Let me also mention that Nelson's chapter-length study makes clear the problem involved when applying three different approaches, which is the lack of space to address properly each of the approaches used. For example, in a study using only csQCA or fsQCA analysis, doing away with the dichotomization or the calibration of the fuzzy-sets in one or two sentences does 5 Nelson (2004: 108) is attentive to the collinearity problems resulting from the inclusion of the interaction terms. not do. 6 It is also common and best practice to discuss in much more detail the csQCA or fuzzyset procedure and the results ( The coefficient estimates were unstable and the variances high, despite a proper fit of the model.
In addition, multicollinearity was a serious problem that the authors could not solve in a theoretically satisfactory way.
Increased spending on ALMPs: Regression analysis vs. fsQCA
The previous section has shown that results from regression analysis and one or more configurational comparative methods can reinforce one another and provide first evidence that there is comparative advantage to using the two in one study. The overview of studies also suggests that is were especially the moderately large-n studies (Amenta & Poulsen 1996 and Ford et al. 6 With respect to the dichotomization of the conditions for the csQCA analysis, Nelson (2004: 102) states that he ascribes 'a value of 1 to each case on a particular variable that exceeds the media score for all eighteen countries, and a value of zero if it does not exceed the median'. Regarding the calibration of the fuzzy-set conditions, he converts 'all raw variables into seven-value fuzzy sets. For the continuous variables, this is accomplished by calculating cut-off points for seven equal groups' (p.104).
2005) where the combination of the two was particularly productive. In this section, I present the regression analyses and the fsQCA analysis of governments' increased spending on active labour market policies. By walking through each analysis, the comparative advantages and disadvantages of regression analysis and configurational comparative methods for moderately large-n studies will be revealed. ALMPs, how does one account for the variation in spending on these policies across countries and -perhaps even more interestingly -across governments? is puzzling indeed.
Data
--- Table 2 about here ---For a 'truly' active orientation, spending on ALMPs as a share of total labour market spending (spending on ALMPs plus spending on the passive labour market policies unemployment compensation and early retirement) should be high as well (OECD 2003; Armingeon 2007) . Finland, 1991 Finland, -1995 to plus 16.5 percentage points under Delamaruz (Switzerland, 1995 (Switzerland, -1999 . The average change per cabinet (either plus or minus) is somewhat higher than for active spending per unemployed, namely 6.2 percentage points. Moreover, Table 2 shows that for both activation indicators the cross-government variation is substantial.
The dataset also contains five causal conditions or independent variables: unemployment and economic growth (both capturing the socio-economic situation), leftist partisanship, corporatism and trade openness. Vis (2009) proposes that the socio-economic situation is critical for explaining the cross-government variation. Because of the high costs of ALMPs and their low electoral reward, if any, governments increase ALMP spending only under an improving socioeconomic situation. While such an improving socio-economic situation is necessary for activation, it is not sufficient. Leftist partisanship, corporatism and openness are all expected to be INUS conditions for activation, that is Insufficient but Nonredundant (that is Necessary) parts of an Unnecessary but Sufficient (combination of) conditions (Mahoney & Goertz 2006: 232) . In a regression analysis, hypotheses involving statements of necessity and sufficiency cannot be tested directly (as they can in a fsQCA analysis). Therefore, the hypotheses I test in the regression analysis are of the 'the higher (or lower) ... the more' structure, for example, the lower the level of unemployment, the more activation, or the higher economic growth, the more activation. The second column of Table 3 presents the measurement of the two dependent variables and of the five independent variables; I return to the fuzzy-set calibration column when discussing the fsQCA analysis.
--- Table 3 about here ---
Regression analyses
Let me first turn to the OLS regression analysis. An important assumption for this analysis is that the observations are independent from one another. As my unit of analysis is a government, this assumption might be violated. This proves not to be the case. The Durbin-Watson test statistic for autocorrelation is 2.278, indicating that the errors of the 53 cabinets are uncorrelated and can therefore be treated as independent observations. Table 4 There is no multicollinearity between the five variables, as the VIF scores are between 1.0 and 1.6. Table 4 shows that the substantive results from the two models are the same, suggesting that they both tap into the same phenomenon (activation). Only unemployment reaches statistical significance in the expected, negative direction. The lower is the level of unemployment, the more governments activate. This finding supports Vis' hypothesis of the relevance of a sound socio-economic situation. The other factor to capture this situation, growth, has no significant bearing on activation -although the sign is as expected (positive). None of the other factors come close to being statistically significant. Leftist partisanship (gov_left) and openness do have the expected sign (positive), whereas the negative sign for corporatism counters theoretical expectations. However, since these latter coefficients are by far not significant, it makes little sense to interpret them substantively.
--- Table 4 about here ---Models 2 and 4 are the same as, respectively, models 1 and 3 except for their inclusion of an interaction between openness and corporatism. The inclusion of this interaction term is theoretically and empirically driven. Twenty-five years ago, Katzenstein (1985) argued and showed that it were precisely those small, open economies that adopted corporatist practices. They did so, Katzenstein argued, because the ideological social partnerships that corporatist arrangements entail shield these economies from perceived vulnerabilities, being economic or other ones. Following this line of argument, one would expect a positive relation between openness interacted with corporatism and spending on ALMPs (see also Cameron 1978) . The resulting regression equations are: Y1 = β0 + β1gov_left + β2openness + β3corporatism + β4unemployment + β5growth + β6corporatism×openness +ε (iii) Y2 = β0 + β1gov_left + β2openness + β3corporatism + β4unemployment + β5growth + β6corporatism×openness + ε (iv)
The substantive results of the models including the interaction term are similar to the models without them. Unemployment is still the only variable reaching statistical significance. The interaction between openness and corporatism does not come close to being significant. The effect of an interaction term actually should not be interpreted directly; rather the marginal effect and standard error should be calculated separately first (Brambor et al. 2006) . Still, given the very small coefficient and relatively large standard error, it seems unlikely that the marginal effect of the interaction term is significant. The regression analysis thus does not pick up an interaction between openness and corporatism.
FsQCA analysis
To what extent do the findings of the fsQCA analysis corroborate those of the regression analyses? Before we can answer this question, we first need to transform the raw data -as used in the regression analyses -into fuzzy-sets, the so-called calibration process (Ragin 2008 : chapters 4 and 5). A fuzzy-set is a '(…) a fine-grained, [pseudo] continuous measure that has been carefully calibrated using substantive and theoretical knowledge relevant to set membership' (Ragin 2000: 7) . 9 While it is still uncommon in the social sciences to use calibrated measures, the use of such measures is routine practice in fields such as chemistry, astronomy, and physics (Ragin 2008: chapter 4). In many applications, uncalibrated measures are inferior to calibrated ones. An uncalibrated measure for temperature, for example, only indicates if an object has a higher temperature than another object or than the average object; it does not tell us if the object is hot or cold. Simi-larly, an uncalibrated measure of democracy makes clear that a particular country is more democratic than another or than the average country, but does not inform us whether a country is in fact democratic. Calibration is particularly relevant when one condition shapes the context for other conditions. Knowledge of the phase shifts can help the calibration process. For example, water changes form at 0°C (from liquid into solid) and at 100°C (from liquid and quiet into liquid and bubbly). Although form changes occur less frequently in the social sciences, phase shifts are abound. One finds them, for instance, in scope conditions. Only when a particular threshold is achieved, for instance a particular level of per capita income, does a relationship hold. Because of the practice of calibrating in fuzzy-set logic, this approach's measurement practice fits both qualitative researchers' interest in interpreting variation (that is, identifying relevant and irrelevant variation) and quantitative researchers' interest in precisely placing cases relative to one another (Ragin 2008: 74ff) . It allows for combining the best of both worlds.
For calibrating fuzzy-sets, the researcher establishes when a case is 'fully in' a set (1), 'fully out' of it (0) and when it is 'neither in nor out' of the set (the so-called cross-over point) (.5) using external criteria, in particular theoretical and substantive knowledge (Ragin 2000: 169; 2008 : chapter 4 and 5). The third column in Table 3 There are also cases that do activate yet have no membership to one of the paths (Rocard 2&1, Lubbers 3, Guterres 2, Felber, Ogi, and Reagan 2). These are the anomalies. Inspection of the cases that deviate suggests that there is no (single) factor that these cases share, such as period in office, type of government, that can explain this variation. There were also not groups of cases among these anomalies that have commonalities; there simply was no pattern to detect. Theoretically, it is possible to delve into the details of these cases using primary or secondary literature to identify what are the conditions under which each specific case pursued activation. Practically, however, with six anomalies, such an endeavour would probably mean going (much) over the typical maximum article length. Moreover, my fsQCA analysis reveals that two governments should have pursued activation, because of their membership to at least one of the paths, but did not (Dehaene 2 and Bondevik 1). To fully understand the conditions under which governments pursue activation or not, one also needs to study these two cases; making the number of cases to examine in more detail eight. The larger the number of cases in a fsQCA analysis, the larger the number of such cases may be. Consequently, providing an account of (all) these cases might not be possible. In this sense, conducting a moderately large-n fsQCA analysis comes at a price.
Comparing the regression and the fsQCA analysis
What can we take from the comparison of the regression analyses and the fsQCA analysis of the conditions under which government activate? What do the analyses teach us with respect to these approaches' strengths and weaknesses for moderately large-n studies? An advantage of regression analysis for such studies is that it uncovers the net-effect of variables. Here I for example found that only unemployment had a significant, negative bearing on activation; the other factors -including the interaction between openness and corporatism -had no significant rela- That having said, the results of the fsQCA analysis were (much) more detailed, with no less than three causal paths emerging from the analysis that each consist of at least two conditions.
Still, the results of the two approaches prove more complementary than conflicting, as the absence of unemployment entered in each of the causal paths of the fsQCA analysis. This suggests that low unemployment is an important condition that comes close to being necessary for activation. The fsQCA analysis showed that the effect of corporatism and leftist partisanship can go either way, as both the presence and the absence of each of these conditions enter in a (different) causal path. In a regression analysis, such a pattern would amount in a non-significant finding (as it also did). Generally speaking, a low correlation between variables -as in the case of corporatism and leftist partisanship -does not exclude the existence of a necessary and/or sufficient relationship (see Mahoney 2004: 18-19) . Bivariate scatterplots of both types of relationships clarify the difference between a correlational relationship and a set-theoretical one. Figure 1 is a scatterplot of unemployment per unemployed and unemployment, whereby the negative correlation between the two is visible in the linear co-variation. A necessary or sufficient set-relation, conversely, is visible in a triangular pattern with all cases being located either above the 45 degrees diagonal (for a sufficient relationship) or below it (for a necessary relationship). suggests that it to a large extent is. However, the score in the bottom right corner reveals that the degree to which the condition is necessary for the outcome is also high (.842). This means that low unemployment is almost always, or at least more often than not, necessary and sufficient for activation; although not individually so, as the fsQCA findings made clear. 
Discussion
This paper has shown that both fsQCA and regression analysis are valuable for moderately large-n studies. Regarding the former, one has to accept that with such an n, going back and forth between theory and evidence becomes increasingly difficult. Related, depending on the number of anomalies, there may also be some cases that remain unaccounted for. While most scholars using regression analysis would probably be quite or even very happy when they can explain 80
per cent of the variation in their dependent variable (depending on the type of regression analysis pursued of course), for someone interested in the actual cases, a failure to account for the outcome of 20 per cent of them is disappointing -to say the least. With a higher number of cases, the fsQCA analysis paints more of the broad picture. From a qualitative perspective, this is a price to pay indeed. However, it may be worth paying, as an advantage of a moderately large-n is that complementing the results with a regression analysis becomes possible. This allows for different, but complementary, hypotheses to be tested within one study.
To sum up, this paper has tried to contribute to the recent literature of configurational comparative methods by examining the strengths and weakness of regression analysis and fsQCA analysis for studies with a moderately large-n. Despite the increased attention for the combination of configurational approaches with more traditional statistical or case-oriented techniques, most focus has so far been on studies with a large-n or an intermediate-n. Since a moderately large-n study has some specific features, making it neither a perfect candidate for a statistical analysis nor for a configurational comparative method, this new angle is a contribution to the literature. The comparison of the two methods in this study has shown that the advantages of fsQCA become more limited with a moderately large-n while the pros of regression analysis appear. Still, fsQCA proves a valuable addition to regression analysis, as some important results would have remained hidden with regression analysis. Countries that score '1' on the Kenworthy index have fragmented wage coordination, which is confined largely to individual firms or plants, and have no corporatist system. Fully in the set CORP (1): 5 on the Kenworthy-index. Countries that score '5' on the Kenworthy index have centralized coordinated wage bargaining by peak confederation(s) or government imposition of a wage schedule/freeze, with a peace obligation, which is typically corporatist.
The corporatism variable is recoded into a continuous variable, using the same procedure as for the outcome (see outcome). Openness Total trade in current prices (sum of import and export) as a percentage of GDP (Armingeon et al. 2008) Fully out the set OPEN (0): 0 per cent. An economy scoring 0 percent on openness is completely closed, having no import or export relations with other countries. Fully in the set OPEN (1): 100 per cent, as that means that a country's trade relations with other countries are so extensive that they (more than) match that country's GDP. The in-between scores are calculated using the same procedure as for CORP and the outcome. Notes: *p < .1; **p < .05; ***p < .01. Standard errors between parentheses. Web appendix 
